CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Tabea Ihsane

1 Setting the Scene

Several Romance languages, but also a few Germanic languages like Luxembourgish, feature, inside their systems of nominal determination, an element traditionally called “partitive article”. This article is generally found in contexts where many European languages like Spanish, English, or German have bare plurals and bare mass nouns, a parallel which led to various semantic analyses treating these nominal expressions analogously (Bosveld-de Smet 1998; Dobrovie-Sorin and Beyssade 2012; a.o.).

Examples (1) and (2) illustrate the “partitive articles” du/des (of.the) in French and del/dei (of.the) in Italian, historically a conflation of the prepositions de/di ‘of’ and the definite article, and their bare counterparts in the English translations.

(1) French
a. Hier, Jean a acheté des livres.

Italian
b. Ieri Gianni ha comprato dei libri.

yesterday John has bought PA.PL books
‘Yesterday John bought (some) books.’

(2) French
a. Hier, Jean a bu du vin.

Italian
b. Ieri Gianni ha bevuto del vino.

yesterday John has drunk PA.M.SG wine
‘Yesterday John drank (some) wine.’

Despite their label, “partitive articles”, mainly attested in modern Romance varieties, do generally not express a part-whole relation: this interpretation, deriving from a preposition de ‘of’ plus definite article, is limited to the object
of a restricted class of verbs like ‘eat’ or ‘drink’ (Englebert 1992; Kuperman 1979). The most common interpretation of “partitive articles” is their indefinite use (Storto 2003; Le Bruyn 2007; Ihsane 2008; Cardinaletti and Giusti 2006, 2016, 2018): in (1), des livres/dei libri means ‘(some) books’ and, in (2), du vin/del vino means ‘(some) wine’. Indeed, singular “partitive articles” such as du in French Je bois du vin (‘I drink wine’), which are typologically highly marked, necessarily lead to a mass interpretation of the constituent they are part of. This is not expected in Indo-European languages at first glance as the mass interpretation—and for the plural, the non-specific indefinite interpretation—usually result from the absence of determiner, typically in bare nouns. (2) could in principle be ambiguous between the two meanings, indefinite and partitive, but out of the blue the complement is understood as ‘(some) wine’ and not as ‘some of the (definite) wine’. It is this indefinite interpretation of “partitive articles”, generally corresponding to bare nouns, that is at the heart of this volume. Since these “partitive articles” do generally not have a part-whole interpretation, the term ”partitive article” is a misnomer. Despite that, this label is widely adopted in the literature which is why it is also used in this volume. The use of quotation marks with this term signals that it is a misnomer, hence misleading. To identify “partitive articles” with an indefinite interpretation in the data, the gloss PA is used in all the contributions of the volume.

Although there is abundant literature on both “partitive articles”, at least in Standard languages like French and Italian, and bare nouns in different languages, both phenomena, “partitive articles” and bare nominals, are usually treated apart in the literature (for French “partitive articles” cf. e.g., Kuperman 1979, 1994; Bosveld-de Smet 2004; Ihsane 2008; for Italian, Cardinaletti and Giusti 2016, 2018, 2020; for bare nouns cf. e.g., contributions in Kabatek and Wall 2013; Delfitto and Fiorin 2017, and the references therein, among many others). There is, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic comparison available to date as to their evolution and distribution (Section 2), on the one hand, and their interpretation and internal structure (Section 3), on the other hand, a gap that the contributions of this volume aim to reduce: all the papers collected crucially zoom in on aspects like the function, the semantics and the internal structure of nominals with a “partitive article” and of the potentially corresponding bare nouns, in a cross-linguistic perspective. More specifically, the eight selected articles take up, to different degrees, many notions at the syntax-semantics interface like existentiality, specificity, scope properties, individuated reference, and number/gender of the nominal, but also the connection between “partitive articles” and genitive case and the question whether the presence/absence of a “partitive article” impacts the aspectual
properties of the eventuality, that is, (a)telicity, and the (im)possibility of having a kind or a generic reading.

2 Evolution and Distribution of “Partitive Articles”

Although Romance languages developed from Latin, not all of them have “partitive articles”. As Latin did not have articles, a question that arises is when and why (indefinite) bare nouns gave way to nominals with articles, especially “partitive articles” (Stark 2008a, 2008b, 2016). Although the evolution of “partitive articles” is addressed by Carlier and Lamiroy (2014), for instance, detailed diachronic studies and studies of other languages, also minor languages, are missing.

Why present-day Romance languages vary as to whether “partitive articles” are obligatory or not is another issue that is poorly understood: in French, there are no bare nouns in argument positions (except in special contexts like coordination, see Roodenburg 2004) and articles, including “partitive articles”, must be used; in standard Italian, in contrast, bare nouns seem to alternate with “partitive articles” (see Cardinaletti and Giusti 2016, 2018 for Italian):

(3) French
   a. Je bois *(du) jus.

   Italian
   b. Bevo (del) succo.
     I.drink PA.M.SG juice
     ’I drink juice.’

Other Romance languages do not have “partitive articles” at all but may feature a plural indefinite article (e.g., unos in Spanish, niște in Romanian) in addition to bare nouns (Stark 2007; Carlier and Lamiroy 2014; Cardinaletti and Giusti 2016; Carlier 2016). Some Germanic varieties seem to have special “partitive markers”, but they remain the exception rather than the rule (Glaser 1993). Thus, the question of the grammaticalization of (partitive) articles and the diachronic changes in the referential properties of bare nouns arises.

Many issues related to the distribution of nominals containing “partitive articles” (and of their bare counterparts) also call for an analysis. For instance, French “partitive articles” may pattern with English bare nouns in some contexts (e.g., in (1)–(2) or with individual-level predicates as in *Des hommes sont blonds/*Men are blond; Guéron 2006), but not in others (e.g., generic sen-
tences like *Je déteste des chats; *Des chiens aboient vs. I hate cats; Dogs bark). Many such examples with an individual-level predicate (Dobrovie-Sorin 1997a, 1997b) or a generic interpretation become acceptable despite the presence of a subject with a “partitive article” if the right kind of element is present in the sentence (e.g., adjective, negation ...) (Roig 2013). This also raises the question about the functions nominal expressions with a “partitive article” can have, compared to bare nouns: are they restricted to some functions or not and if so why (cf. e.g., Ihsane 2018 on French and Francoprovençal subjects headed by a “partitive article”)? The role of the predicate and of operators, typically negation, in the distribution of nominals with “partitive articles” and of bare nouns needs thus to be accounted for. As is well-known, a “partitive article” is ungrammatical after a negation in Standard French as in *Marie n’a pas lu des romans ‘Marie hasn’t read novels’.

3 Interpretation and Internal Structure

Another issue at the heart of this volume concerns the (lack of) correspondence between the interpretation of nominals with “partitive articles” and of bare nouns. For instance, several contributions of the volume discuss the presence/absence of a “partitive article” in connection to the event type (telic-atelic), and the possibility of having a kind reading or a generic interpretation.

Scope properties are also puzzling. Bare nouns, for example, are generally assumed to have only narrow scope, as in (4d) (Carlson 1977; Laca 1996; McNally 2004), except for Brazilian Portuguese (Wall 2017). In contrast, nominals with “partitive articles” are ambiguous between (4c) and (4d), just like (4a), although in Italian nominals with a plural “partitive article” take wide scope easily (Chirechia 1998; Zamparelli 2008; Cardinaletti and Giusti 2016), compared to the ones in French (Dobrovie-Dorin and Beyssade 2004, 2012; Ihsane 2008). Since this ambiguity only concerns nominals with a “partitive article” in the plural, nominals with a singular “partitive article” being unambiguous, the question arises what role number plays in these facts (Benincà 1980).

1 Although the term/spelling Franco-Provençal is generally adopted in academic research, we will use Francoprovençal: indeed, the hyphenated Franco-Provençal is misleading because it suggests that this language variety is a mixture of French and ‘Provençal’, which is not correct (Kristol 2016).
(4) Spanish (McNally 2004, 120)
   a. Hoy Juana tiene que leer unos artículos. (c or d)
      today Juana has that read.INF a.PL articles
      ‘Today Juana has to read some articles.’
   
   b. Hoy Juana tiene que leer artículos. (d only)
      today Juana has that read. INF articles
   
   c. (∃x: article(x)) [□ [read(j,x)]]
   
   d. □ (∃x: article(x)) [read(j,x)]

Singular and plural nominals with “partitive articles” do not only differ in number: the former are also mass, whereas the latter are count. How scope, number, individuated reference, and possibly additional notions like existentiality and specificity interact and are related to the indefinite interpretation of “partitive articles” remains to a large extent mysterious. Whether (some of) these notions are encoded in the syntactic structure of nominals with a “partitive article” and/or bare nouns, and if so how/where, also has to be formalised. This question arises for gender, as well, as gender plays a role in the distribution of bare nouns in different languages which do not have a “partitive article”, such as Brazilian Portuguese, for instance. The comparison between nominals with “partitive articles” and bare nouns will also enlighten the much-debated issue of the existence of an empty article in the structure of the latter (Longobardi 1994).

4 Content

The papers selected for this volume focus on the syntax and the semantics of nominals with a “partitive article” and/or a bare noun (i.e. bare plural or bare mass noun). Each paper addresses several of the issues mentioned in Sections 2 and 3 as many of the notions presented are intertwined. Below we give an insight of the topics covered, before providing a summary of each article (Section 5).

Among the semantic issues covered by the contributions of the volume, is scope. Scopal properties (or absence thereof) of nominals with a singular and/or a plural “partitive article” are discussed by Dobrovie-Sorin, who mainly focuses on negation in French, and by Giusti, who claims that scope properties may distinguish different types of indefinite determiners in Italian and...
Italo-Romance. Various facets of generic readings are addressed by Stark and Gerards, who look into generic emphatic sentences with a correcting purpose which seem to be ungrammatical in Francoprovençal, and by Giusti who contrasts weak indefinite determiners and definite articles in generic and episodic sentences (also studied by Stark and Gerards). Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou account for an aspectual difference between pancake sentences (a special type of copular sentences) in Brazilian Portuguese, where they are generic in contrast to French, where they are ambiguous with an episodic interpretation. Dobrovie-Sorin deals with the kind reading of bare nouns, whereas Giusti compares definite nominals with a kind interpretation and definite nominals with an indefinite interpretation (allowed in similar contexts as nominals with a “partitive article”); Gerards and Stark propose a kind-oriented mode of talk for the definite noun phrases found in the constituents traditionally analyzed as headed by a “partitive article” in Old-Spanish and argue that these constituents are quantifier phrases without a “partitive article”; whether a complement with a “partitive article” affects the (a)telicity of an eventuality is studied by Giusti and by Ihsane, who both provide examples, of Italian varieties and French, respectively, with complements headed by a “partitive article” in telic contexts, which is unexpected. Giusti further investigates what she calls “specialized meanings” of the indefinite nominals she analyzes (e.g., small quantity, specificity, wide/narrow scope, etc.), whereas Ihsane analyzes the data at the heart of her contribution in terms of epistemic specificity. Specificity, but also referentiality, topicality, individuated reference, in prominence-conditioned patterns, are considered by Schurr. The sort/kind-of interpretation which comes with Germanic partitive markers is discussed by Strobel and Glaser, who also tackle the form of partitive markers in terms of countability, number, gender and case marking (genitive/partitive). Existentiality is taken up by Dobrovie-Sorin who proposes that nominals introduced by du/de la/des in French denote weak existential quantifiers when they are arguments, in contrast to bare nouns which are always property-denoting. In their contribution, Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou analyze the individual-denoting bare nominals in subject position they are investigating as non-overt semantic structures of events and provide a detailed semantic account of Brazilian Portuguese and French data.

All papers further address, to different degrees, various facets of the distribution of nominals with a “partitive article” and/or bare nouns in the sentence: for instance, the ban on preverbal subjects introduced by “partitive articles”, in a broad sense, in Francoprovençal (Stark and Gerards); the (in)dependence of nominals with a partitive marker from quantifying expressions (Strobel and Glaser); the grammaticality of complements headed by a plural “partitive article” in telic eventualities (Ihsane); the obligatoriness of partitive markers in
particular contexts vs. their optionality in others (Strobel and Glaser; Giusti); the grammaticality of bare nouns as subjects of pancake sentences (Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou); and the (im)possibility for nominals with a “partitive article” to take narrow scope with regard to the sentential negation, in contrast to bare nouns which always take narrow scope with regard to this operator (Dobrovie-Sorin). More precisely, in their detailed scrutiny of Franco-provençal data, Stark and Gerards examine eleven contexts in which “partitive articles” occur in French in order to determine whether the two languages are alike: among the constructions examined figure most of the ones listed above, but also sentences with a stage-level predicate, presentative contexts, complements of a preposition, and specificity inducing constructions. To account for the distribution of bare nouns and of nominals headed by a “partitive article”, Schurr takes into account other aspects of nominal determination, in particular Differential Object Marking and the clitic system of the languages studied and offers a synchronic analysis of 22 languages from all sub-branches of Romance, as well as a diachronic study, in a usage-based account. As for Gerards and Stark, they propose that “partitive articles” did not exist at all in (Old) Spanish.

Several papers of the volume examine the position of “partitive articles” inside the nominal structure of the constituents containing them: Gerards and Stark postulate a Division Phrase hosting the de component of the “partitive article” and signalling non-individuation; Dobrovie-Sorin proposes that this de is similar to the one in pseudo-partitives, modulo the presence of interpretable number features and concord gender features, and that it sits in the head of a Measure Phrase, dominated by a Determiner Phrase containing a null Determiner Ø (vs. bare nouns, which are nPs). As for Giusti, she assumes that di, which is the counterpart of the French de in Italian and Italo-Romance, is located in Spec,DP, and that the Determiner head can have an overt realization of nominal gender and number features (formally the grammaticalized definite article) or a covert realization of these features. Finally, intriguing agreement patterns in gender and number with subject bare nouns are analyzed in Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou’s contribution.

Diachronic issues, such as grammaticalization, classification and the evolution in the use of “partitive articles” and markers, are examined by Strobel and Glaser (Germanic), Schurr (Romance), and Gerards and Stark (Spanish).

The languages covered by the contributions of the volume range from Germanic to Romance languages. Although it is not surprising that the latter family of languages is the most represented in the volume, since “partitive articles” are mostly attested in Romance languages, the inclusion of Germanic languages in connection to partitive markers is noteworthy. Many languages discussed in the volume are Standard Languages, like Brazilian Portuguese, French, German,
Italian, Spanish and Romanian, but others are dialectal and regional varieties. Importantly, several articles describe and analyze languages/varieties that are less studied, including endangered ones: Francoprovençal, Walliser and Walser German, Luxembourgish, and dialectal Italian. Several papers are based on data recently gathered in fieldwork/questionnaires (Giusti; Stark and Gerards; Strobel and Glaser), and/or from corpora (Giusti; Gerards and Stark; Schurr), which is also noteworthy.

The above description of the topics covered in this volume demonstrates the richness and the diversity of the contributions collected. A summary of each article, offering a more detailed and precise picture, is provided in the next section.

5 Summaries of the Contributions

The first three papers of the volume (Chapters 2–4) present a strong diachronic perspective on Germanic languages, on Romance languages, and more specifically on Spanish, respectively. In their paper *The Rise and Fall of Partitive Markers in Some Germanic Varieties*, Strobel and Glaser provide a comparative analysis of “partitive markers” in the Germanic noun phrase, in a diachronic and a diatopic perspective. They study the genitive case, whose function in older Germanic was to mark (pseudo-)partitivity, and the independent partitive genitive, frequent in Old and Middle High German. The possibilities to express part-whole relations decreased with the loss of the genitive case. However, as the authors show, several modern varieties of Continental West Germanic still have remnants of this use of genitive forms. Others developed new markers or reuse some forms like the preposition von/van ‘from, of’ (see Dutch and Southern Rhine Franconian). Strobel and Glaser highlight that in many contexts, the Germanic markers pattern with the so-called “partitive article” in Italian and French and raise the question whether this could be due to contact since several varieties they study come from the Germanic-Romance contact zone. The authors investigate the functions and the formation of these structures, also in comparison with bare nouns, and a parallel with the corresponding pronouns.

According to Schurr, the distribution of “partitive articles” and bare nouns can be explained on formal grounds (Stark 2016) or on functional grounds in a usage-based approach that combines diachronic data with constraints and biases in language change. In his paper entitled *Bound To Be? Bare and Partitive-Marked Noun Phrases in Romance Languages and the Emergence of Prominence-Conditioned Patterns*, Schurr approaches the bare/partitive distinction as part of a grammatical subsystem of prominence-conditioned classification, includ-
ing also Differential Object Marking (Bossong 1982; Körner 1981) and certain clitic patterns. Using a family-level synchronic typology and a diachronic corpus study of their grammaticalization in Medieval Spanish and French, he proposes that early variation in the frequency of clitics attests to ongoing grammaticalization processes, some of which concern prominence-conditioned patterns in the history of Romance languages. This differentiation, in turn, may have contributed to the current distribution of bare and partitive as similar differentiation process shift from clitic to adnominal marking.

Before discussing Old Spanish data, Gerards and Stark propose, in their article *Why “Partitive Articles” Do Not Exist in (Old) Spanish*, a formal morphosyntactic analysis of “partitive articles” found in several Romance varieties. They argue that “partitive articles” are, in the singular, mass classifiers hosted in the head Div\(^\circ\) (cf. Borer 2005) and that they signal non-individuation. They build their analysis on the observation that explicit “dividers”, such as unambiguous overt plural morphemes, and the *de*-element contained in “partitive articles” are in complementary distribution. The authors test the prediction arising from their account, namely that “partitive articles” are not available in Romance varieties with (unambiguous) overt nominal plural marking, against Old Spanish data, which has unambiguous sgmatic nominal plural morphology and for which the availability of mass classifiers like the “partitive article” has been repeatedly claimed. Gerards and Stark refute this claim and show that what seem to be attestations of “partitive articles” are Quantifier Phrases with zero Q\(^\circ\) containing a prepositional phrase, which shows that the prediction of their formal analysis is borne out for (historical) Ibero-Romance data.

Chapter 5, *Predicates of Personal Taste and Pancake Sentences in Brazilian Portuguese and French* by Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou, focuses on two different Romance languages and provides as sharp semantic analysis of bare nouns functioning as subjects but interpreted as an event type. The perspective offered by this work complements the one in Chapter 3, which compares bare nouns and partitive-marked nominals in a usage-based approach, the one in Chapter 6, which compares bare nouns and nominals with a “partitive article” in French, also with a strong semantic focus, and the one in Chapter 2 on Germanic languages/varieties in which subjects with genitive case often correspond to bare nouns in English. In their paper, Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou explore so-called pancake sentences, that is, copular sentences built with a (post-copular) adjective, in French and Brazilian Portuguese. In such sentences, the subject, generally a bare noun in Brazilian Portuguese, is reinterpreted as an event type involving the original referent, and there is agreement mismatch between this subject and the adjective (Greenberg 2008). The authors show that the exact output of the reinterpretation mechanism depends
on the building blocks of a non-agreeing copular sentence, which are not identical in French and Brazilian Portuguese. Their analysis accounts for the ambiguity of French non-agreeing copular sentences, and, therefore for the fact that they are not necessarily pancake sentences.

In her article *Negation, des-Indefinites in French and Bare Nouns across Languages*, Dobrovie-Sorin focuses on an important difference between bare nouns and French indefinites headed by *des/de la/du*, namely their distribution with regard to Negation and narrow scope: *des/de la/du* are banned in this context (the invariable *de* is required), whereas all bare nouns are always necessarily narrow-scoped. This includes bare plurals/bare mass nouns, on the one hand, and bare singulars, on the other hand, although the former and the latter are generally considered different both syntactically and semantically (Dobrovie-Sorin et al. 2005; Espinal and McNally 2007). The author therefore argues that all bare nouns can be analyzed as lacking some functional layers and, correlatively, be property-denoting expressions that can combine with the main predicate via Predicate Modification. As a result, bare nouns are insensitive to Negation. The French *des/de la/du* indefinites, on the other hand, are argued to be unable to denote properties when they occur in argument positions and therefore unable to form a complex predicate with the verb. Argumental *des/de la/du* indefinites are analyzed as weak existential quantifiers, which conflicts with a negated existential quantifier over events.

Dobrovie-Sorin’s paper is followed by three chapters (Chapters 7–9) with a strong emphasis on the distribution of noun phrases with a “partitive article”. Chapter 7 investigates French data little discussed in the literature, namely, telic sentences with a complement headed by a “partitive article” in the plural. Chapter 8 has an ambitious agenda, namely the description and analysis of noun phrases with weak indefinite determiners, including “partitive articles”, in Italian and Italo-Romance, in a pan-European perspective. This chapter is followed by a more descriptive one on “partitive articles” in a broad sense in the Francoprovençal variety spoken in the Aosta Valley in Italy (Chapter 9), an important contribution to the understanding of nominal determination in Francoprovençal, an understudied endangered language.

In Chapter 7, entitled *Telicity, Specificity and Complements with a “Partitive Article” in French*, Ihsane investigates sentences with a *des*-complement (i.e. introduced by a “partitive article” in the plural) and discusses the impact of this complement on the telicity of the situation. In principle, *des*-complements occur in atelic sentences, but Ihsane provides and analyzes some data where they are possible in telic situations. To explain the grammaticality of such sentences, she examines various semantic properties of these complements which could play a role in the telic interpretation, such as the presence/absence of an
implicit quantity expression in the complement, their type of reference (quantized vs. cumulative; individuated) and specificity. What she proposes is that the des-complements found in telic situations involve a quantity that is known and that this “knowledge” can be formalized in terms of specificity (epistemic specificity). More precisely, the author shows that the referent of such specific indefinites can be identified via “referential anchoring” (see Von Heusinger 2002a, 2002b, 2011).

In the paper A Protocol for Indefinite Determiners in Italian and Italo-Romance, Giusti focuses on weak indefinite nominals in Italian and Italo-Romance varieties, presents the rich variation found across these varieties and claims that they display a robust use of the definite article with indefinite interpretation, unlike many other Romance varieties. Giusti identifies several syntactic and semantic contexts allowing the differentiation between indefinite nominals and kind referring ones (also headed by the definite article in all Romance languages). She provides diagnostics, structured in “protocols”, to capture the dimensions of variation and optionality among five different indefinite determiners, including the so-called “partitive article” and the zero article of bare nouns. More precisely, the author provides a theory neutral way to structure research questions, design a questionnaire, present and analyze empirical results, used in pilot running study on informal Italian and dialectal data whose results help to determine the distribution of the indefinite determiners i) in modern Italian dialects in contact with Standard Italian and ii) in regional varieties of modern Italian in contact with the local dialects.

The last paper of the volume, “Partitive Articles” in Aosta Valley Francoprovençal–Old Questions and New Data, by Stark and Gerards, presents new data on so-called “partitive articles” in the Francoprovençal variety of the Aosta Valley (Italy), collected in fieldwork carried out in May 2017. The data show that in various contexts such as after quantifiers and under the scope of negation, the informants use a highly grammaticalized invariable de-element in front of indefinite mass singular and plural nominals. The authors show that the distribution of this element is more similar to the distribution of the “partitive article” in Standard French than to the one in Standard Italian. However, they also highlight some important differences with French, in particular an overall ban on preverbal subjects introduced by de. As for other differences observed by the authors, such as the attestation, in the data, of fully-fledged (vs. grammaticalized de) “partitive articles” in the singular (contra Kristol 2014), and their preservation under the scope of negation, will need to be further investigated.
6 Conclusion

This volume focuses on different aspects of the distribution, semantics, and internal structure of nominal constituents with a “partitive article” in its indefinite interpretation and of the potentially corresponding bare nouns. It further deals with diachronic issues, such as grammaticalization and evolution in the use of “partitive articles”. The outcome is a snapshot of current research into “partitive articles” and the way they relate to bare nouns, in a cross-linguistic perspective and on new data: the research covers noteworthy data (fieldwork data and corpora) from Standard languages—like French and Italian, but also German—to dialectal and regional varieties, including endangered ones like Francoprovençal.

The research presented here stems from the SLE (Societas Linguistica Europaea) workshop Bare nouns vs. ‘partitive articles’: Disentangling functions held at the University of Zurich in September 2017, organized by Tabea Ihsane and Elisabeth Stark, and funded by the University Research Priority Program Language and Space (https://www.spur.uzh.ch/en.html) and the Romanisches Seminar at the University of Zurich. Partitivity is the topic of an important international research network initiated by Elisabeth Stark and of a research project directed by Petra Sleeman at the University of Amsterdam, called PARTE (PARTitivity in European languages 2017–2020—http://www.partheumanities.uva.nl/), financed by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research NWO and co-financed by the Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church in Hungary, the University of Pavia, the University of Venice, and the University of Zurich. Furthermore, “Partitive articles” are at the heart of the SNSF-DFG-funded research project Distribution and Function of ‘Partitive Articles’ in Romance (DiFuPaRo): a microvariation analysis (SNSF ID: 100012L.172751 and DFG ID: PO1642/8–1; https://www.rose.uzh.ch/de/seminar/personen/stark/DiFuPaRo.html), directed by Elisabeth Stark (University of Zurich) and Cecilia Poletto (Frankfurt am Main).
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